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Processing fish at the new Gala Smolt trap
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Foreword

Against a continuing backdrop of declining Salmon catches - both here and on most 
other Scottish rivers - The Tweed Foundation is focusing its energies in addressing 
those factors that can potentially be managed, or influenced, in the catchment.  Whilst 
many of the difficulties currently faced by our Salmon are happening in the marine 
environment which is largely out of our control, we are developing ways in which we 
can increase our support for the most crucial, and fragile, part of the Tweed Salmon’s life 
cycle namely Smolt migration. From our annual summer monitoring of juvenile stocks 
we know that our headwaters continue to produce very substantial numbers of fish to 
seed the next generation. The imperative is to ensure that as many of those juvenile 
fish as possible survive their first years in freshwater before safely making the transition 
from river to sea. 

During 2018, the Foundation successfully built and trialled a new Smolt trap adjacent to 
our fish counter on the Gala Water.  Trapping fish travelling downstream has allowed us 
to estimate the size of the Gala’s Smolt population, and the trap will be used next Spring 
to tag Smolts with a P.I.T. tag (P.I.T. - Passive Integrated Transponder) at the start of the 
Smolt run so that we can assess their return rate to the Gala.  We know from our summer 
monitoring work how the stock is faring in its juvenile stages, and the Gala fish counter 
provides the number of returning adults. Monitoring the Smolts leaving the system is 
the last part of this jigsaw and will allow us to assess the whole population of a tributary 
for the first time.  

This is, of course, a long term study, relying on adult fish returning to their home 
tributary in one, two, or three years’ time. It is being complemented by a different 
type of Smolt tracking study, which started in Spring 2019. This is a short-time study to 
‘follow’ the Smolts downstream during the period of their migration each Spring using 
acoustic tracking equipment, which will provide us with information on how many fish 
reach the estuary, together with where and how many disappear on their river journey.  
Linked with this is further important work on predation that, in concert with three other 
Scottish rivers, will look at the make-up of the diet of Cormorants and Goosanders, 
which are the birds most commonly associated with predation on juvenile fish stocks. 
The aim of this study is to understand the true composition of their diet, which will 
greatly assist both local and national management in making decisions on the balance 
to be struck between Salmon and the avian predators which prey on them.

The new Ettrick fish counter, which we reported on last year, became fully operational in 
April 2018, and you can read about how it is performing on Page 10.

The majority of our work is carried out on a collaborative basis, and we draw on and 
share data, input to studies and pool knowledge with other fisheries trusts, boards and 
agencies around the UK and Ireland.  Key to the work we are currently undertaking is 
the support of the Scottish Government, through Marine Scotland. Marine Scotland’s 
co-operation, input, guidance and very significant financial support of several work 
streams (not least our new Ettrick fish counter) on both Tweed and the freshwater 
fisheries sector more widely, has been invaluable in maintaining the impetus to discover 
more about our fish stocks.

Much remains to be done and, inevitably, the initiatives detailed above cost significant 
amounts of money.  We will therefore be exploring a number of avenues with a view 
to raising additional funds to support both our research and management work at this 
critical juncture.  This work, combined with that being carried out by our fellow fisheries 
trusts and boards, will provide vital information which will shape the way in which we 
manage and conserve our Salmon in the immediate future.  This will maximize the 
chance of survival in Scottish rivers of these iconic fish whilst the various international 
initiatives to identify and address the marine perils gather pace.

Hugh Younger
Chairman
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Fish Populations

The present situation for 
Tweed Salmon
There are both long and short term factors influencing Tweed 
Salmon at present:-

The long-term factor is that every 50-60 years or so, there is a 
major change in the Salmon stocks of the Tweed and other 
rivers with dominance switching between earlier running 
Spring and Summer Salmon and later running Grilse. Around 
1800, Grilse replaced Salmon as the dominant type and then 
declined dramatically on the Tweed in the 1850s to become 
roughly equal with Salmon, then around 1910 Salmon started 
greatly to outnumber Grilse. This period, still remembered as the 
Spring Salmon time, lasted till the 1960s when Grilse increased 
rapidly and Spring Salmon declined. Fifty or so years on from 
that, we are seeing another of these changes, with Grilse rapidly 
declining and Summer Salmon increasing.

As Grilse only spend one year at sea, they have half the casualties 
of Salmon and so return at twice the rate. When Salmon come 
to dominate a population therefore, the overall return rate of 
Smolts drops1. This is why the return rates of Smolts have to be 
looked at separately for Salmon and for Grilse to judge what is 
happening out at sea. Combining them at present will see a fall 
in return rate that is due simply to an increasing proportion of 
Salmon rather than to any marine factor.

RATIONALE: Analyses of catch composition show 
which stocks, and areas, produce the fish, and how sizes 
and ages can change.

Salmon photograph courtesy of Eoin Fairgrive

While Salmon dominance means lower numbers returning 
to the river, this is only really apparent from netting records: 
the Sandstell nets average annual catches in the peak Spring 
Salmon decades were 1,095 for the 1920s and 1,507 for the 
1930s but was 3,392 for the 1970s and 2,320 for the 1980s 
when the system had changed back to Grilse dominance (there 
are netting records for the Grilse period before the 1850s but 
netting regulations were different then). Rod catch numbers are 
more difficult to compare, but at one Middle Tweed beat that is 
comparable over the years - average annual catches were 143 
in the 1920s and 217 in the 1930s for the Spring Salmon period 
and 237 in the 1970s and 219 in the 1980s for the recent Grilse 
period. While the recent Grilse period gave more than double 
the annual catches compared to the previous Spring Salmon 
period for the nets, there is much less of a difference for the rod 
catches. This is because Spring Salmon have a higher catch rate 
than Grilse: for example, at a catch rate of 40%, just a thousand 
Spring Salmon will give a rod catch of 400 which is the same that 
4,000 Grilse in the river will give with a catch rate of only 10%.

The transition period between Grilse and Salmon dominance 
also appears to be a particularly poor time for Salmon as a whole, 
as noticed by Tony George in his 1982 thesis:-

1 See the Atlantic Salmon Trust’s Salmon modeller at  
https://www.atlanticSalmontrust.org/Salmonpopulationmodeller/
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Fish Populations

[P 211] As regards Grilse: Following a great and quite sudden 
decline of the run in the 1890s, the quantities of Grilse tended 
to be sustained at a comparatively reduced level, or at least 
to continue to decline at a much slower rate, in most districts 
until varying dates between 1915 and 1925. At this period 
the run in general became reduced in most seasons to a very 
low ebb by known historical standards.

While these switches are very large scale, related to temperatures 
in the Arctic seas, there is both local and national variability. For 
example, within the Tweed catchment, the river downstream 
of the Ettrick started switching from Autumn Grilse to Spring 
Salmon around 1910 and had completely changed over by 
1930, but the Upper Tweed only started switching twenty years 
later and did not reach its maximum for Spring Salmon until 
the 1950s. There is also variability on a larger scale as noted by 
Tony George in his thesis where he makes it clear that there is 
geographic variability in the degree of Salmon /Grilse switching 
that takes place, with the Tweed being the most extreme:

[p.64] It is a matter of some importance to obtain a picture 
of the run-patterns in the Tweed during the period [1790-
1850], since few other rivers tend to reflect changes in 
Salmon cycles to such an extreme degree, as will become 
evident later in the thesis.

and
 

[p.19]  In this district [Tweed to Findhorn] Salmon tend to 
run throughout the season, and there are great variations 
in the quantities and proportions of Salmon and grilse 
periodically, as well as big variations in the seasons of return 
migration, particularly for Salmon. From the Ness round to 
the Naver / Borgie … the main Salmon migration period 
tends to be more concentrated into the spring and early 
summer months, and, although these runs experience the 
same changes at broadly the same times as the southern 
rivers, at most periods a better balance seems to be preserved 
between Salmon and grilse in many, though not all, of the 
rivers.

The short-term factor affecting Tweed Salmon at present is 
the effects of the low Fry numbers found in 2016. Partial and 
occasional electro-fishing surveys of the Tweed catchment started 
in the 1970s and became regular from 1992 with the work of The 
Tweed Foundation. In all that time, no great variation in numbers 
of Salmon Fry had been found until 2016 when numbers were 
down by half or more at almost all sites surveyed, other than in the 
Ettrick and Yarrow and in the uppermost zones of tributaries. As 
all the sites that were re-surveyed in 2017 had recovered to their 
usual levels, the low numbers in 2016 can be attributed to the 
prolonged high water and storms of the Winter of 2015 /16 which 
did not start till mid-November, after the peak spawning period of 
the Spring and Summer Salmon of the Ettrick and Yarrow and the 
uppermost zones of tributaries, explaining the exception of those 
areas. Similarly low numbers of Salmon Fry were found across 
southern and eastern Scotland in 2016.

Salmon Fry captured and released during the annual electro-fishing site monitoring
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It was not clear what effect those low numbers of Fry in 2016 
would have on the numbers of returning adults in succeeding 
years as lower Fry numbers can lead to better survival rates to the 
parr stage due to less competition, which would  mitigate some 
of the effect on numbers of Smolts produced. Three-quarters of 
the Smolts sampled from the Gala Water Smolt trap in 2018 were 
one river-winter old (S1s) and it is known from the scale reading 
of  adults that around half of Tweed Salmon now leave as S1s. A 
large proportion of returning Tweed fish, possibly a majority, can 
now therefore be taken to be one year old Smolts.

Many of the Fry of 2016 would therefore have been the Smolts 
of 2017 and those returning as 1.1 Grilse would have returned 
in 2018. If the low Fry numbers of 2016 had translated into 
reduced numbers of Smolts in 2017, part of the reason for the 
poor catches of 2018 would have been due to this. However, the 
Tweed is different from most other Scottish rivers in having such 
a high proportion of S1s and other rivers, though experiencing 
similarly low Fry numbers in 2016, would not expect any impact 
from 2016 to be seen until the return of Grilse that had been two 
year old Smolts (S2s), which would be in 2019 – yet their catches 
were similarly poor in 2018.

REFERENCES:
Environment Agency 2017:  Annual progress report to NASCO on the Implementation Plan for England and Wales. 
http://www.nasco.int/pdf/2018%20papers/APRs/CNL_18_29_APR_EU-UK_England%20and%20Wales.pdf

George, A. F. 1982:  Cyclical Variations in the Return Migration of Scottish Salmon by Sea-age c. 1790 to 1976. M. Phil. Thesis, The Open University.

In 2019, fish from the 2016 Fry year will return as 2.1 Grilse and 
1.2 Salmon. If the low Fry numbers of 2016 did result in fewer 
Smolts in 2017 and 2018, then any effect is likely to be most 
noticeable in 2019, given the general switch towards Salmon 
and away from Grilse. In 2020, the Salmon from the 2016 Fry year 
that left as S2s will return as 2.2s, so that year too could see an 
effect on catches. As three year old Smolts are now rare on the 
Tweed, there should be no effect from 2016 after 2020.

Fish Populations

Adult Salmon returned to the water after tagging at Paxton netting station
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More information can be found at:- https://www2.gov.
scot/Topics/marine/Salmon-Trout-Coarse/Freshwater/
Monitoring/ElectrofishingProgramme

Monitoring Juvenile Salmon

RATIONALE: Monitoring the abundances of juvenile 
Salmon throughout the catchment shows how well the 
spawning areas are being filled with young. Knowledge 
of variances between areas, and over time, is necessary 
to distinguish between areas requiring restoration and 
those that do not, or are just naturally poor.

With the continuing decline in adult Salmon returns, our regular 
electro-fishing monitors whether a corresponding change in 
numbers of juvenile Salmon can be detected.  Extensive electro-
fishing monitoring has been carried in the Tweed District since 
the early 1990s, so we have an excellent baseline against which 
to make an assessment of any changes.  Since the quality 
of instream habitat in the Tweed District is very good and 
has changed very little in the last 30 years, any decline in Fry 
numbers would imply that areas of the Tweed are understocked 
and therefore not at carrying capacity.

In 2018, regular monitoring was carried out in the Leader, Gala 
and Upper Tweed sub-catchments as part of our triennial 
monitoring programme. A new strand to our work over the 
summer fieldwork season was the addition of 30 monitoring 
sites as part of a National Monitoring Programme that has been 
developed by Marine Scotland Science.

National monitoring

To make sure results are comparable between sites and over time, 
the way we electro-fish has been standardised through protocols 
developed by The Scottish Fisheries Coordination Centre.  
Although Fisheries Trusts and Boards have standardised the way 
in which they electro-fish, how sites are selected and the number 
of samples taken is often different making it impossible to draw 
any conclusions regarding juvenile Salmon stocks at a national 
level.  Based on an analysis carried out by Marine Scotland Science 
of existing data in Scotland, with significant use of Tweed data, 
a much more comprehensive understanding of the factors that 
influence juvenile Salmon densities has been developed and the 
potential biases that can affect results. This has allowed a national 
electro-fishing programme to be developed for Scotland and 

trialled in 2018 as the basis for assessing the status of Scotland’s 
Salmon stocks.

At present, the Scottish Government conservation regulations 
to manage angling exploitation of Salmon are based on an 
assessment of adult Salmon only, with rivers categorised 
according to the probability of meeting their conservation 
limit.  The Tweed still remains as a Category 1 river for its Tweed 
Salmon population as a whole (rather than that for the many 
individual stocks that we know make up our Salmon population), 
which means that Marine Scotland Science believe it is still 
exceeding the conservation limit and is classed as a sustainable 
fishery throughout the season.  Using juvenile Salmon data in 
addition offers the potential for a further assessment tool which, 
with further testing and refinement (including the separation 
of the sampling by the different stock components within the 
catchment), will provide a method that complements and builds 
on the adult assessment information currently used.

Electro-fishing site on the Eddleston Water, Upper Tweed
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Monitoring Juvenile Salmon

Routine monitoring

The bulk of our routine monitoring focusses 
on the Fry stage of the life cycle (first year 
fish) using a timed index method1. While 
maps of the results help to us understand 
geographical patterns in the results2, the 
average numbers of Fry for main channel 
sites, as shown in Graphs 2, 3 & 4, provide the 
best indication of any changes over time. 
The high degree of stability in numbers for 
the Gala and Upper Tweed (excluding 2016 
on the Upper Tweed, which was affected by 
the winter floods), is an important indication 
that Salmon Fry continue to remain at 
capacity, despite the continuing decline in 
adult returns.  

1 An explanation of different survey methods can be found at http://tweedfoundation.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=5d937ed63fc147b7a5ed
9a00f3672667

2 http://tweedfoundation.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=67ec892ef5e041379b063273dbfd094e&edit=true&folderid=cd7cbd6464974620b4e
b49b132af022d#

Marine Scotland Science National Monitoring Programme electro-fishing site on the Allan Water, River Teviot

Graph 2: Gala Water electro-fishing results
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Monitoring Juvenile Salmon

For the Leader Water there is an obvious 
change in Fry numbers from the 2006-2012 
period (around 40 Fry per 3 minutes) to 
the 2016-2018 period (around 20 Fry per 
3 minutes).  This may reflect changes in a 
particular Salmon stock or there may have 
been changes in the local habitat after the 
winter floods of 2015-2016, which washed 
away significant areas of Water Crowfoot 
(Ranunculus) that provides cover and 
food (invertebrates) for fish. Even though 
a decline has been recorded in the Leader, 
numbers are still similar to the Gala and 
Upper Tweed.

2019 work plan

• Continue the National Monitoring 
Programme

• Resurvey the Teviot and Till catchments 
as part of our triennial monitoring 
programme

• Repeat Ettrick Fry indexing sites to see 
if there is any detectable change in Fry 
numbers in response to the reduced 
abundance of Spring Salmon in 2018.

Marine Scotland Science National Monitoring Programme electro-fishing site on the Frostlie Burn, River Teviot

Graph 4: Upper Tweed electro-fishing results

Graph 3: Leader Water electro-fishing results
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The installation of a new fish counter will now allow the data 
series collected by the counter that was situated in the old fish 
pass between 1999 and 2009 to be continued. The location of 
the counter is also significant, as it allows us to monitor the adult 
migration of Salmon and Trout for 10% of the Tweed catchment, 
and we know through radio tracking that a significant proportion 
of the Spring Salmon population originates from the Ettrick. The 
data which the Ettrick counter provides is vital in informing 
conservation measures for Spring Salmon. 

The results for 2018 compared to the baseline of Salmon 
numbers collected from 1999-2009 is shown in Graph 5. It is 
important to note that until a full validation check is carried out, 
the 2018 total is provisional, although regular visual observation 
through the camera did not provide any evidence that the final 
2018 total is inaccurate. The graph includes the Salmon total, 
the estimated egg deposition and three egg deposition targets 
(dotted lines). If the 2018 total is correct, then there has been a 
drop in numbers of at least one third compared to the average, 
which would reflect the poor Spring catches on the river this 
year.  The next stage, before drawing any strong conclusions on 
these findings, is to carry out a full validation test of the scanners 
during 2019.

Counting

RATIONALE: The most basic need of a stock is that 
enough fish should escape all the pressures on them 
to spawn and fully seed their nursery areas for the next 
generation and this is best known if the fish of each 
species and stock can be counted.

Ettrick fish counter

The installation of the new Ettrick fish counter was completed 
on 5th April 2018, with the first Salmon counted through five days 
later.  Situated at the Philiphaugh Hydro site near Selkirk, this has 
been a long-term, complex project, with the repair of the existing 
cauld, installation of two turbines with a new adjoining Larinier 
fish pass first taking place, followed by the design and installation 
of the counter.  The Larinier fish pass provides much better 
fish passage than the old pass, with a greater volume of water 
for attractant flow as well as allowing fish 
migration over a much wider range of flows. 
Following the installation of the new pass, 
the technical challenge was to choose the 
best  fish counting system for the exit of the 
pass, which is 1.8 metres wide and one metre 
deep, while maintaining the correct flows 
down the fish pass, which is required  as part 
of the hydro operator’s licence. Based on our 
experience and knowledge of Vaki infrared 
Riverwatcher counters (www.riverwatcher.is), 
an array of three one metre high scanners was 
chosen, with one of them having a camera 
attachment for species identification (see 
photo). The project was made possible with 
significant grant support from the Scottish 
Government, in recognition of the need for 
a fish counter network in Scotland to inform 
local and national management decisions 
based on accurate and reliable data.

Ettrick fish counter

Graph 5: Ettrick fish counter results and egg deposition targets
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Counting

The counter also provides important data on 
Trout numbers. The 2018 total was 1,156, which 
was again the lowest on record, relative to the 
long term average of 2,351.  Either this is evidence 
that the counter missed a significant number 
of fish in 2018 or that the counter total reflects 
the poor catches of Sea-trout.  As for the Salmon 
total, counter validation will be an important part 
of our work in 2019 to confirm the results.

Whiteadder fish counter

Situated in the east of the Tweed District, the 
Whiteadder experienced the most extreme 
effects of the prolonged dry period, with no 
significant rise of water from the beginning 
of April through to early October.  With only a 
relatively small rise in water of around 10cm on 
9th October, around 500 fish went through the 
counter in the following four days. As a mainly 
Spring Salmon stock, the Whiteadder was also 
affected by the low abundance of Springers 
(Graph 6).  The overall totals for 2018 were 528 
Salmon and 464 Trout. 

2017 figures are not shown on Graph 6 as a repair, which took 
several months, was necessary due to some water ingress in the 
counter’s scanner, which detects fish movements. No accurate 
count could therefore be made that year.

Gala fish counter

Unfortunately, there is no complete total for the Gala counter this 
year.  Major upgrades were made to the fish counter computer 
and software over the summer to improve the counter operation. 
The counter performance was monitored closely and appeared 
to be working well, but unfortunately in several periods of high 
fish passage when the counter was not being monitored, the 
software rejected valid fish records. Alterations to the counter 
configuration in 2019 and software settings will prevent this 
from reoccurring.

2019 work plan

• Continued operation and maintenance of the three Tweed 
fish counters

• Validation of the Ettrick counter

Graph 6: Whiteadder fish counter results and egg deposition targets

Ettrick fish counter scanning system

The Ettrick fish counter has been provided with the support of The Scottish Government

The Tweed Foundation is also most grateful for the support of Philiphaugh 
Trust Estate and Philiphaugh Hydro Ltd in connection with the Ettrick fish 
counter project
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To add to our monitoring programme for adult and juvenile 
Salmon and Sea-trout using catches, fish counters and electro-
fishing, a permanent Smolt trapping facility was constructed and 
then run on the Gala Water for the first time in 2018 to estimate 
annual Smolt production from this tributary.  Smolt estimates will 
then complement the data collected from the Gala fish counter 
which monitors adult migration upstream and from electro-
fishing monitoring for juveniles within the Gala catchment. With 
the ability to monitor the key stages of the Salmon and Trout life 
cycle, as the data begins to accumulate, the Gala will then be like 
one of the network of 30 index rivers throughout Europe which 
help to inform local and national management decisions.

The new trap was constructed at the Skinworks Cauld where the fish counter is also located. As a permanent facility rather than using 
a mobile Rotary Screw Trap, there is minimal maintenance and fewer issues with high water and flood damage. The picture opposite 
shows how a side channel has been constructed to take a proportion of the water flow and therefore a proportion of Smolts passing 
downstream. Smolts that enter the channel then pass over a grill, into a trough and swim down into a holding box for processing 
each day. To estimate the trap efficiency (what proportion of fish are captured), a sample of 50 fish are dye marked and returned a few 
hundred metres upstream to see how many are then recaptured in the trap. The trap efficiency, which varies according to the time of 
year, flow and species, can then be used to estimate the total run. 

Conditions for the first year of trapping were unusual, with unseasonably cold conditions through April, very little rainfall and then a 
rapid warming at the beginning of May.  As Graph 7 shows, very few Salmon or Trout Smolts were captured in April.  Then, on 6th May, 
as water temperature rose from 7 to 16°C, the main migration started with 1,080 Salmon and Trout captured in the trap on a single day.

We are very grateful to the RTC’s Fishery Officers’ team for their assistance with the construction and operation of the Smolt trap.

Smolt Monitoring

RATIONALE: Monitoring Smolt migration, short-term, 
by tagging allows the success rate in reaching the sea to 
be established as well as quantifying losses in-river and 
identifying if particular areas of the river have greater 
losses than others. Longer-term Smolt studies  allow 
estimates of the total Smolt production of a tributary 
to be made, as well as counting back returning adults, 
which gives a total survival rate for Smolts as well.

Graph 7: Gala Smolt trap results 2018
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Our preliminary estimate of Salmon Smolt production is 
approximately 25,000 Salmon Smolts and 14,400 Trout. The 
majority of the Trout were silver coloured, indicating that they 
are Sea-trout rather than Brown trout.  Also of significance is that 
75% of the Salmon Smolts were one year olds (termed S1), with 
the remainder two years of age (S2).

2019 work plan

• Continue the Gala trap operation in the Spring period

• Start P.I.T. tagging Salmon Smolts to commence monitoring 
return rates.  P.I.T.  (Passive Integrated Transponder) tags are 
small and do not require batteries, and are detected when 
returning adult fish – one, two or three years later -  swim 
through the Gala fish pass, allowing a total survival rate for 
Smolts leaving the Gala to be calculated. 

A Smolt showing the blue dot dye markFebruary 2018:  Gala Smolt trap under construction

Smolt Monitoring

The Skinworks cauld showing the new Smolt trap, with the fish counter in the middle
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Environment

RATIONALE: With forecasts of changes in rainfall, flow 
patterns and temperatures, it is important to try and 
forecast impacts on fish habitats so that any step to 
mitigate these changes can be identified.

Water temperatures in 
the summer of 2018
With the network of Marine Scotland Science (MSS) temperature 
dataloggers now in place in the catchment, the water 
temperatures in the main channels, where fishing takes place 
can now be analysed. These dataloggers are part of the national 
SRTMN system for monitoring water temperatures1.  

The Summer of 2018, following on from a long, cold, Spring 
(“The Beast from the East” dominated) was long, hot and dry. The 
SEPA river level measurements for 2018 are not yet available but 
will be published through the National River Flow Archive. The 
list of the Tweed catchment’s gauging stations can be found at 
the link below2.
 
The results from four sites are reviewed  here: Lennel, on the 
lower river; Makerstoun on the middle river; Nisbet on the lower 
Teviot and for contrast, an upland site on the Heriot Water at the 
top of the Gala. Graph 8 shows the daily maximum and minimum 
temperatures for the Lennel site. Measurements are actually 

taken every quarter hour, but daily maxima and minima give a 
good picture of what is going on. The most obvious features 
are: (1) the winter of 2017/18 was colder than the previous 
two and the effects of the “Beast from the East” can be seen in 
the  average daily maximum and minimum temperatures for 
March 2018 being only just over half of the averages for that 
month in 2017 and 2016 (Table 1). The last day of Spring that the 
maximum daily temperature did not get over 5⁰C was 8th March 
in 2016; 24th February in 2017 and 4th April in 2018. 

2016 2017 2018

  Av Min Av Max Av Min Av Max Av Min Av Max

Jan 4.7 °C 5.6 °C 3.8 °C 4.9 °C 3.2 °C 4.1 °C

Feb 3.9 °C 4.6 °C 4.9 °C 5.8 °C 2.8 °C 3.6 °C

Mar 5.9 °C 6.9 °C 6.6 °C 7.7 °C 3.5 °C 4.4 °C

Apr 7.7 °C 9.0 °C 9.3 °C 10.9 °C 7.7 °C 9.1 °C

Table 1: The average daily maximum and minimum temperatures  
at Lennel, 2016-18

The graph also shows that there were more days when the 
maximum water temperature went over 20⁰C in the Summer of 
2018 than in the other years, but the point of most interest is the 
number of times the daily minimum was over 20⁰C and there 
were many more of those in 2018 as shown for all the sites in 
Table 2. The number of days when the maximum temperature 
was over 20⁰C is shown in Table 3.

Graph 8: Daily maximum and minimum temperatures at Lennel, from 1st August 2015 to 13th December 2018
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Environment

  2015 2016 2017 2018

Lennel 0 1 3 15

Makerstoun na 0 0 2

Nisbet (Teviot) 0 0 0 0

Carcant (Heriot W.) na 0 0 0
Table 2: Number of days the minimum water temperature was over 20⁰C

  2015 2016 2017 2018

Lennel 0 11 11 42

Makerstoun na 8 8 34

Nisbet (Teviot) 4 3 7 27

Carcant (Heriot W.) na 4 5 26

Table 3: Number of days the maximum water temperature was over 20⁰C

  2016 2017 2018

Lennel 21.8 23.9 24.3

Makerstoun 22.1 24.1 24.5 

Nisbet (Teviot) 21.8 23.1 23.8

Carcant (Heriot W.) 23.5 22.8 24.4 
As the dataloggers were only installed part of the way through 2015, 
complete records are not available for that year

Table 4: The maximum temperatures at the sites in each year.

From Tables 2 and 3,  it can be seen that there were days when 
both the maximum and minimum temperatures were over 20⁰C. 
At Lennel, there was just one day like this in 2016 and three 
in 2017 but there were 15 in 2018. Makerstoun was the only 
other site that showed this feature, and then only for two days 
in 2018. The length of time that water 
temperatures did not fall below 20⁰C is 
also of importance, the longest spell of 
this being for five days, from 6th to 10th 

of July at The Lennel. There were other 
periods of over 24 hrs  there too, the 
29th June to 1st July, the 16th – 18th July, 
the 24th-25th July and the 28th- 29th July. 
Such prolonged periods of high water 
temperature give the fish no respite from 
any discomfort that they feel.

Migration is reckoned to be affected 
at temperatures above 16⁰C, with little 
movement from estuaries into rivers at 
the 20-23⁰C level (Solomon & Lightfoot, 
2008). There is little direct information 
on water temperature and adult Salmon, 

but a Salmon fitted with an acoustic tracking tag that also had a 
temperature sensor and could transmit this data was studied on 
the Northumberland Tyne (Moore et al, 2012). This fish took up 
residence in the confluence pool of the rivers North Tyne and 
Rede where the water temperatures were also recorded. It was 
found that the fish most often moved to find cooler water when 
temperatures were from 18-24⁰C. It was also apparent that the 
fish could find pockets of water much cooler than the river water 
in general. 

High Summer water temperatures do not just affect the 
behaviour of fish, there can be longer-term effects as well, 
through effects on the breeding success of Salmon. The 
temperatures experienced by female Salmon in the months 
before they breed can have an effect on their eggs: it has been 
found that females kept at 22⁰C had smaller, less fertile, eggs 
than fish held at 18⁰C (Solomon & Lightfoot, 2008).

Hot summers are a natural occurrence on Salmon rivers. The 
RTC Annual Report for 1976, a famously hot summer, recorded 
that temperatures as high as 27⁰Chad been found in places on 
the main Tweed and tributaries in July and August. The resulting 
excessive algal growth produced pHs of 9.9 and 10 in the Tweed 
and the Whiteadder, but only for a few hours in the peak afternoon 
sun. No fish kills, however, were reported. 

How 2018 will rank compared to these other hot, dry, summers 
will have to wait until the SEPA flow level data becomes available.

REFERENCES:
Moore, A., Bendall, B., Barry, J., Waring, C., Crooks, N. and L. Crooks., 2012: River temperature and adult anadromous Atlantic Salmon, Salmo salar, and brown trout, 
Salmo trutta. Fisheries Management and Ecology 19, pp 518-526

Solomon, D. & G. Lightfoot, 2008: The Thermal Biology of Brown Trout and Atlantic Salmon. Environment Agency Science Report, SCHO0808BOLV-E-P

WEB REFERENCES
1  https://www2.gov.scot/Topics/marine/Salmon-Trout-Coarse/Freshwater/Monitoring/temperature
2  http://apps.sepa.org.uk/waterlevels/default.aspx
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Bird Predation

RATIONALE: There are significant populations of fish-
eating birds on Tweed and, as Smolts are the “end 
product’ of up to three years of freshwater life, any loss 
to predation is irrecoverable and results in fewer adult 
Salmon returning.

With the recent decline in adult Salmon returns due to 
increased losses at sea, the question is whether there are any 
practical measures that can be carried out to boost the number 
of Smolts leaving the Tweed. With our evidence from the 
electro-fishing monitoring and our knowledge of river habitat 
quality throughout the system, we know that juvenile stocks 
remain healthy, that there are very few man-made barriers to 
migration and that river habitat is generally very good.  Some 
argue that hatcheries are the answer, but the evidence is clear 
and well documented that only minor, extremely expensive 
improvements in catches might be made, if at all.  The only 
practical management option left is to reduce in-river losses of 
Smolts, particularly by avian predators.

Some control of avian predators is carried out on the Tweed 
under licence from Scottish Natural Heritage.  This allows a 
relatively small number of birds to be taken from the system 
as an aid to the scaring methods that are employed, and 
is currently granted solely as a measure to help reduce the 
economic damage to the fishery.  Whilst this is one of the major 
concerns of fishery managers and river users in many areas, it is 
a controversial subject and one that is now being discussed in 
some detail with Scottish Natural Heritage and Marine Scotland.  

Linked to these on-going discussions is the importance of 
improving the evidence base for damage to fish stocks, which 
includes dietary analysis and estimating the losses of Smolts 
as they progress down the river (see 2019 work plan).  Losses 
shown by acoustic tracking of Salmon Smolts in other studies 
have ranged from 18% to 91% and for Sea-trout tracking on the 
Tweed in 2010 and 2011, between 56% and 81%.  This means 
that the evidence base is extremely variable.

Cormorants

Whilst our continuing collection of data for Goosanders shows 
that the population remains stable, the number of Cormorants 
now recorded on the river is increasing.

The recent expansion of the Cormorant roost at a beat on the 
Middle Tweed has been very noticeable, with reports of this 
flock (as many as 100 birds) travelling down to Sprouston on 
the lower river and above Tweedswood on the middle river. 

This roost has probably been able to expand because until 
the beginning of 2018, the licence to control Cormorants only 
applied to the Lower Tweed. 

Regular monitoring by the RTC’s Head Fishery Officer shows 
that there are obvious seasonal changes in numbers, with 
highest abundance in November and December 2017, before a 
decrease in numbers from January 2018 as birds head off to the 
coast to breed. During the Smolt run in April and May, numbers 
drop to zero on the roost (although there are birds on the lower 
river) before beginning to increase in August.  In early November 
2018, a non-lethal bird scaring laser was used on the roost with 
numbers dropping from around 80 to less than 20.  Since birds 
only start their breeding migration in January, this provides 
strong evidence that the use of a laser as a non-lethal method 
of control on Cormorants is a viable management tool.  Some 
of these birds may have moved to another lower river roost or 
created a new roost, but our main river bird count in January 
2019 was only slightly higher than the long-term average of 75 
birds.

2019 work plan

• Acoustic tracking of Salmon Smolts to estimate losses down 
the river

• Monitoring Cormorant roosts and then assess the use of the 
laser scaring technique as a viable management tool

• Dietary analysis of Goosanders and Cormorants

• Undertaking a tracking trial of five Goosanders with The 
Game and Wildlife Conservation Trust to test this method 

Goosanders on Ashiestiel, Upper Tweed, courtesy of Fin Wilson
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Brown Trout

2018 Brown Trout Catches
Main Stem Fishing 

Brown trout catches from the main stem of the Tweed were well 
below average during the 2018 fishing season, with the average 
catch rate of trout over 10” (25cm) from the Upper, Middle and 
Lower Tweed all being around half that of the previous 10 years. 
There is no doubt that the conditions during the season did not 
help with the tail end of “The Beast from the East” at the start 
of the season being closely followed by one of the warmest 
and driest summers for some time. However, there were some 
indications from the catches that survival of adult trout over the 
winter of 2017/2018 may have been lower than normal, but that 
is far from conclusive.

The last time a fishing season produced catches similar to those 
experienced on Tweed this year was in 2013, which was the 
result of below average survival rates of adult trout over the 
winter of 2012/2013. As a result of the reduced number of adult 
Brown trout, the survival of trout parr and small adults was much 
higher than normal during the winter of 2013/2014, resulting 
in much higher than normal numbers of small adults in 2014 
and subsequently the highest catch rate of Brown trout over 
10” in recent Tweed catch records (which began in 2006). In 
addition to the catches of Brown trout over 10”, suggesting a 
below average survival rate over the winter of 2016/2017, the 
catches of undersize trout were above average across the whole 
Tweed, despite the poor fishing conditions. The average catch 
rate of trout from the Middle Tweed in the Earlston Inter-club 
competition in late August was also the highest since records began in 2006, although most of these were small trout between 8” and 
12” (as is typical for the time of year). This is further evidence that the river may be experiencing similar trends in trout catches to those 
experienced in 2013 and 2014, although that cannot be definitely stated until the 2019 trout fishing season is in full swing.

RATIONALE: Determining and defining the stocks 
of Brown trout within the Tweed system and their life 
histories, including investigation of growth patterns 
and size ranges, and establishing the structure of trout 
spawning populations on a representative sample 
of burns.  Creating an inventory of the quantity and 
quality of juvenile habitat for Brown trout, surveying 
juvenile stocks and collection of data on, and analysis of, 
trends in rod catches.  Estimation of exploitation rates 
and monitoring of adult Brown trout populations and 
characteristics.

Anglers had to endure bright sunshine and low flows during the 2018 Brown trout fishing 
season, despite the conditions catches of trout under 10” (25cm) were above average 

Catches of “adult” sized Brown trout from the Tweed during 2018 were around half the average for the previous 10 years
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Tributary Fishing 

With the exception of the Whiteadder, which 
mirrored the catches from the Tweed, catches 
on the tributaries were far more encouraging. 
Catches from the Ettrick and Yarrow were around 
the average for the previous 10 years whilst the 
Teviot catches were slightly above the average, 
more encouraging when the poor fishing 
conditions are taken into account. The Leader 
Water provided the best catches in 2018 with 
their average catch rate being the highest since 
the Tweed Trout & Grayling Initiative started 
collecting catch records in 2006. Most Tweed 
tributary catches are dominated by undersize 
trout and small oversize trout between 10”and 
14”. The catches from the tributaries back up the 
theory that the increased survival of parr and 
small oversize Brown trout that is being seen as 
a result of below average survival of adult trout 
over the winter of 2016/2017.

Brown Trout

Despite poor fishing conditions Brown trout catches from the Teviot were above average during the 2018 
fishing season 

The trout catches from the Leader Water during 2018 were the highest recorded since the log book recording scheme began in 2006. Catches from the Leader are dominated by 
undersize trout and small oversize trout (between 10”-12”)
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Trout Traps
For a number of years we have been reporting 
on a fish trap in a burn flowing into the Tweed 
headwaters near Tweedsmuir. The trap is used 
to study the trout spawning population, with 
the trapped fish being recorded and released 
daily, only slightly delaying their way upstream 
to spawn.

The trap has shown that the burn is used for 
spawning primarily by large, late maturing, male 
and female Brown trout. This is in contrast to 
burns further down the Tweed system where 
female Sea–trout dominate spawning, although 
many of the males are small, early maturing 
Brown trout. For a number of years we have 
wanted to know how representative is the 
spawning population for trout spawning burns in the Tweed headwaters. In autumn 2018 we caught fish in two additional Tweed 
headwater burns, near Tweedsmuir in the next burn upstream of the existing trap, and one near the source of the Tweed. Whilst we 
were not able to catch every trout that moved into the burns to spawn, a reasonable sample was obtained from both. In both burns 
male and female Brown trout - mostly between 40cm and 65cm  -dominated spawning and, whilst Sea-trout were present they made 
up a small percentage of the spawning trout. This fits in with what has been seen in our long-running Tweedsmuir trap, with the 
possibility of only minor variations in the percentage of Sea-trout between individual burns. The results indicated that the population 
recorded in the Tweedsmuir trap is representative of the trout spawning in the Tweed headwaters as a whole and, as such, most of 
the major burns towards the top of the Tweed system are used for spawning by large numbers of big male and female Brown trout.
The traps will be run again in 2019 to increase the amount of data collected and to confirm what has been seen in 2018.

Trapping downstream in the Lower and Middle Tweed has shown that most Brown trout that spawn in the burns are small, early 
maturing male Brown trout, with the females of the population being Sea-trout. However, trout tracking results for trout tagged 
at Tweedsmuir (Page 21) has indicated that the spawning in the Tweed headwaters, an area known to produce large Brown trout, 

Brown Trout

The new temporary fish trap in the Upper Tweed was run during October and November, although the trap 
box had to be taken out during very high flows

This 53cm Brown trout (estimated at well over 3lb) spawned in in a burn at Tweedsmuir in early November 2018 - it is fairly representative of the Brown trout spawning in the 
headwater burns of the River Tweed 
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Brown Trout

is unlikely to produce all of the large 
Brown trout caught in the Middle and 
Lower Tweed. It is likely therefore that 
there are other areas of spawning within 
the Tweed system, other than the Tweed 
headwaters, that produce large Brown 
trout. The results from the Stable Isotope 
work carried out with Napier University 
(reported on in previous Annual Reports) 
indicated that the headwaters of major 
Tweed tributaries such as the Gala Water 
may be productive sources of large 
Brown trout. As a result of these findings 
an additional trap in a burn towards the 
headwaters of the Gala Water was run in Autumn 2018 with the assistance of the Gala Angling Association.

Due to the nature of the burn fish were able to pass by the trap without capture in some flows, resulting in a much smaller sample 
than from the Tweed headwaters.  As such, it may take a few years of autumn trapping to build up a big enough sample to fully 

understand the population structure. Early 
results suggest the possibility of a population 
structure not yet seen in any burn trapped 
previously with small male Brown trout, 
large male and female Brown trout and male 
and female Sea-trout all being trapped.

A female Sea-trout, estimated at around 4lb in weight, which spawned in the headwaters of the Gala Water in 
Autumn 2018 

This male Brown trout, estimated at just under 3lb in weight, and a few others of similar size, spawned in the Gala 
Water headwaters alongside male and female Sea-trout

The temporary trap in a burn towards the headwaters of the Gala Water 
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Brown Trout

Brown Trout Tracking
The Foundation has been trapping 
and tagging post-spawning Brown 
trout as they leave a spawning burn 
at Tweedsmuir for the last three years. 
As the burns in the Tweed headwaters 
(including Tweedsmuir) are known to 
be important areas of spawning for 
large Brown trout, the purpose of the 
tagging is to track the trout downstream 
from their spawning burn to the area 
of the main stem of the Tweed where 
they spend most of the year, therefore 
allowing us to gauge how important 
the spawning in the Tweed headwaters 
is to the catches of large Brown trout 
within different Angling Association 
waters.

In addition to the six Brown trout tagged between Autumn 2016 and Autumn 2017, a further seven were tagged in Autumn 2018. All 
moved downstream fairly quickly after spawning and were recorded by a series of tracking receivers placed along the main stem of 
the Tweed. In addition to the 13 tagged trout, four Brown trout caught by anglers during the trout season - and recorded as part of 
the Tweed Brown Trout spot pattern ID study - turned up in Tweedsmuir trout traps, giving both their location during the trout season 
and their spawning grounds and adding to the tracking data. A summary of the downstream movements of the 13 tagged trout, and 
the four recorded as part of the spot pattern ID study, are summarised in the map below.

This 21” (53cm) female Brown trout was tagged whilst leaving a Tweedsmuir burn post-spawning in early November 
2018, it is now currently somewhere between St Boswells and Sprouston

Map 1: Downstream detections of 17 Brown trout tagged leaving a burn at Tweedsmuir after spawning past tracking receivers positioned along the River Tweed (including four 
trout recorded as part of the Brown Trout Spot Pattern ID Scheme) 
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Brown Trout

The results to date show a tapered downstream distribution of the Brown trout that originate from Tweedsmuir spawning burns, with 
downstream migrations of up to 45 miles. As such, the trout production at Tweedsmuir contributes to the catches of a number of 
Angling Association waters on the main stem of the Tweed. However, around 60% of the trout that spawn at Tweedsmuir migrate less 
than 20 miles downstream and therefore contribute most to the catches of the Upper Tweed, and in particular to the Peeblesshire 
Trout Fishing Association waters. As catches of large Brown trout like those that spawn at Tweedsmuir are as high in the Middle and 
Lower Tweed as they are in the Upper Tweed, this would suggest that whilst the headwaters of the Tweed are of some importance 
to the catches of the Middle and Lower Tweed, they are not the only source of the large Brown trout caught within these areas. This 
is despite trapping in spawning burns from these areas showing that Brown trout production to be mostly in the form of small, fast 
growing, early maturing males, with the females mostly migrating to sea as Sea-trout.

Whilst the Tweedsmuir tagging tracks Brown trout from their spawning grounds downstream to the location in the Tweed where 
they spend most of the year, we have also been tracking trout in the opposite direction. In late May and early June 2018 four Brown 
trout ranging between 16” (40cm) and 20” (50cm) were tagged within the Gala Angling Association stretch of the River Tweed, to track 
the fish to their spawning grounds. Two of the three tagged trout migrated upstream to spawn in mid October, with a third moving 
upstream to spawn in early November. The fourth Brown trout did not head upstream to spawn, possibly having been taken by a 
predator or maybe missing out on spawning for a year (this does happen but is less likely in productive river systems like the Tweed). 
Of the three trout that migrated upstream to spawn one spawned somewhere between Stobo and Stanhope (an upstream migration 
of at least 31 miles). The other two spawned in a burn somewhere between Glenormiston and Stobo (an upstream migration of 
at least 19 miles). At the time of writing (late January 2019) the two trout that spawned between Glenormiston and Stobo have 
returned to the Gala AA stretch of the Tweed (one in mid November and the other in early December). A further 10 Brown trout are 
to be tagged within the Peeblesshire TFA and Gala AA Association waters in 2019. The tagging in both seasons is being supported 
financially by the Peeblesshire TFA and Gala AA.

Map 2: Tracking results for spawning migrations of Brown trout tagged within the Association water of the Gala AA 
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Brown Trout

Brown Trout Spot Pattern Recognition
Over the last three years the Tweed Foundation has been asking Trout anglers to send in photographs of the Brown Trout they catch 
so that individual Trout can be identified and recaptures and movements can be recorded. The Foundation continued this study with 
14 anglers sending in pictures from different Angling Association waters of the Brown trout over 30cm that they caught. In total 116 
pictures of trout were sent in and are listed by Angling Association below:

Angling Association Peeblesshire Gala Melrose Kelso Coldstream Selkirk

Total Pictures 2018 56 26 15 4 5 10

Trout ID Length/Place/Date First 
Caught

Length/Place/Date of Recap-
ture

Length/Place/Date of 2nd 
Recapture

Recapture Interval and 
Movements

Recapture 1
33cm at Melrose on 

24.07.2016
42cm at Melrose on 21.05.2017

47cm at Melrose on 
10.06.2018

301 days and 385 days – all 
captures in same location

Recapture 2
39cm at Melrose on 

24.05.2017
48cm at Melrose on 27.05.2018 -

368 days – both captures in 
same location

Recapture 3
28cm at Tweedswood on 

18.05.2017
40cm at Tweedswood on 

12.06.2018
-

390 days – both captures in 
same location

Recapture 4
46cm at Walkerburn on 

28.12.2017
Walkerburn on 28.06.2018, no 

length
-

182 days – both captures in 
same location

Recapture 5
39cm at Holylee on 

13.04.2018
40cm at Holylee on 21.05.2018 -

38 days – both captures in 
same location

Recapture 6
50cm at Holylee on 

24.04.2018
50cm at Holylee on 03.05.2018 -

9 days – both captures in same 
location

Recapture 7
36cm at Abbotsford on 

24.04.2018
Abbotsford on 07.05.2018, no 

length
38cm at Abbotsford on 

07.06.2018
13 days and 31 days – all cap-

tures in same location

Recapture 8
Boleside on 27.04.2018, no 

length
51cm at Boleside on 24.05.2018 -

27 days – both captures in 
same location

Recapture 9
42cm at Melrose on 

13.05.2018
45cm at Tweedsmuir on 

29.10.2018
-

Caught in Tweedsmuir Fish Trap 
– 38 mile spawning migration

Recapture 10
51cm at Innerleithen on 

14.05.2018
53cm at Tweedsmuir on 

01.11.2018
-

Caught in Tweedsmuir Fish Trap 
– 23 mile spawning migration

Recapture 11
42cm at Walkerburn on 

16.05.2018
43cm at Walkerburn on 

30.05.2018
45cm at Tweedsmuir on 

01.11.2018
Caught in Tweedsmuir Fish Trap 
– 25 mile spawning migration

Recapture 12
36cm at Boleside on 

25.05.2018
37cm at Boleside on 05.06.2018 -

11 days – both captures in 
same location

Recapture 13
42cm at Boleside on 

31.05.2018
42cm at Boleside on 06.06.2018 -

6 days – both captures in same 
location

As noted in previous Annual Reports, only a small number of anglers participate in the Spot Pattern Recognition Scheme, the 
recaptures recorded may therfore only be the “tip of the iceberg” in regards to Brown trout recaptures within the Tweed system.  
Whilst recaptures  in the main backed up the findings from previous years, there were some interesting highlights, including the first 
recapture of a trout in three consecutive fishing seasons. A 33cm Brown trout from Melrose caught in July 2016 (Recapture 1 in the 
table above) was caught in the same location in both the 2017 and 2018 fishing seasons and showed very fast growth – increasing 
in weight from   just under 1lb in 2016, when first caught, to around 2½ lb almost two years later. Similar rates of growth were seen in 
Recaptures 2 and 3 in Table 5, with a trout from Melrose growing from an estimated 1½lb to 2½lb in the space of a year and another 
from Tweedswood growing from an estimated ¾lb to 1½lb in just over one year.

Table 5: Recaptures of Brown Trout
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The Brown trout pictures submitted during 2018 also provided an unexpected bonus when three trout recorded by anglers turned up 
in the Tweedsmuir fish traps in October and November, with one trout from Melrose, one from Walkerburn and one from Innerleithen 
appearing in the fish traps: upstream spawning migrations of roughly 38 miles, 25 miles and 23 miles respectively. This had happened 
only once previously, in 2016, with a large Brown trout caught at Walkerburn. As we are currently tracking tagged trout from their 
spawning burns in Tweedsmuir downstream to their feeding grounds this essentially provides tracking data for an additional three 
trout (four if you include the trout from 2016!).

Brown Trout

GET INVOLVED
The Tweed Foundation would like to expand on this project and is currently appealing for anglers to take photographs of the Brown trout 
they catch during 2018. In addition a video has been uploaded onto the Tweed Foundation YouTube page showing how to take suitable 
photographs of trout whilst minimizing stress. For more information email Kenny Galt at: kgalt@tweedfoundation.org.uk

The first Brown trout to be  caught in three 
successive fishing seasons was  recorded in 
2018. It was first caught on 24th July  2016 
(top picture), before being recaptured on 
the 21st May 2017 (middle picture) and the 
10th June 2018 (bottom picture).It grew 
from 33cm in 2016  to 42cm in 2017 to 47cm 
in 2018 - an estimated  increase in weight 
from just under 1lb in 2016 to 1¾lb in 2017 
to 2½lb in 2018. It was caught in roughly the 
same location on all three occasions!
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Brown Trout

Fish Easements
Following on from the success of minor obstacle easement undertaken on the Toddle and Halk Burns (Gala Water) over the last couple 
of years, three more new easements were installed this autumn on obstructions within trout spawning burns where fully engineered 
fish passes were too expensive an option.

The first was on the Cockholm Burn which flows into the Gala Water at Stow. Variable electro-fishing results had indicated that a small 
weir at the bottom of the burn was only allowing intermittent fish access. Whilst the weir itself is fairly small there is a long apron below 
it. The flows over the apron are fast and shallow making it difficult for trout to approach the weir, whilst the lack of depth immediately 
below the weir makes the jump over it very difficult. This was remedied fairly easily by using wooden beams to create a small “pool” 
on the apron giving fish the depth and speed of water required to approach and make the jump over the weir.

The weir on the Cockholm Burn (Gala Water) before the installation of the easement in October 2018

The weir on the Cockholm Burn (Gala Water) after the installation of the easement in October 2018
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The second was on the Shiplaw 
Burn, a small burn which flows 
into the Eddleston Water near its 
headwaters. Electro-fishing results 
had indicated that the concrete 
base to an old railway bridge 
situated towards the bottom of 
the Burn was an almost complete 
barrier to upstream fish movement. 
This was as a result of the gradient 
of the base and the “smoothness” of 
the concrete combining to create 
fast and shallow flows in which fish 
were unable to get the “purchase” 
needed to propel themselves 
upstream. Again, wooden beams 
were used to create baffles at the 
bottom of the base backing up and 
slowing down the water giving fish 
the flows and speed required to pass. 
Whilst some more work to improve 
the entrance to the easement may 
be required in summer 2019, as a 
result of being unable to drill the 
concrete base too close to the edge, 
the depth and flow profile upstream 
on the concrete base is more than 
sufficient to allow fish passage.

The third easement took place on 
the Harden Burn, which flows into 
the Borthwick Water, a tributary of 
the Teviot, where a bridge apron 
towards the bottom of the burn was 
acting as a complete obstruction to 
fish movement. This was by far the 
trickiest of the three projects. The 
obstruction is a double step bridge 
apron, which always cause problems 
for fish access. To allow some fish 
passage, depth was created on the 
first step by using wooden baffles to 
create a pool which trout can jump 

into and rest in which, in turn, should hopefully allow them to pick up the speed they need to jump onto, and scramble over, the 
second sloped step of the apron (trout are pretty good scramblers, if it is only a short distance!). At present access into the easement is 
a concern as it is a reasonable jump given the depth below and work may have to be carried out in 2019 to increase the depth below 
the apron. The scramble over the top sloped step of the apron may need to be made easier for fish to get past as well. Electro-fishing 
results next summer will indicate how much additional work on fish passage is required.

Over the last three years intermittent access to trout spawning has been improved in 6.5km of burn allowing access, with 4km of trout 
spawning that had previously been cut off from the rest of the catchment being reconnected.

Brown Trout

The old railway bridge on the Shiplaw Burn before (top) and after (bottom) the installation of the fish easement 
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Other Species

2018 Grayling Catches
As previously noted, the Earlston Angling Association’s 
catch and release Grayling and Inter-club competitions 
provide our main source of Grayling catches and the 
information on which we base our Grayling catch 
summaries. The competitions are fished in January 
and August respectively and are fished on the Middle 
Tweed and Kelso AA (Inter-club only) waters.

The Grayling catches in the two competitions 
contrasted significantly this year. The average catch 
per angler from the Grayling Competition was 1.8 fish, 
15% below the competition average of 2.1. However, 
this does not tell the whole story as most beats fished 
below their average catches, with only a small number of beats fishing well and pulling up the average for the competition. In 
contrast, the average Grayling catch from the Middle Tweed in the Inter-club Competition was 17% above the competition average 
with catches spread evenly over the water fished. The Grayling catch rate from the Kelso AA water was well above average and over 
double the catch rate of the Middle Tweed. The catches are even more impressive when we consider the conditions the Inter-club 
Competition faced with anglers experiencing bright sunshine, low flows and warm water temperatures (as was the case through most 
of summer 2018).

The difference between the catches in the two competitions was the catch rate of Grayling between 9” and 12” caught during the 
Inter-club Competitions in August. The proportion of Grayling of this size, compared to larger Grayling, indicates a strong survival of 
a year class. Whilst these fish would have been present during the January Grayling Competition they would have been of a size that 
previous records have shown is rarely caught during the winter. Most encouragingly, the anglers reported seeing large numbers of 
Grayling Fry during the Inter-club Competition, hopefully indicating another strong year class coming through.

Large numbers of Grayling Fry were reported by anglers during the Earlston Inter-club competition 
in August 

Grayling catches were below average in January 2018, but were above average in August 
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Scale Reading

	

Method for collecting Salmon and Trout scales 
 

 
 
 
 
 

• The scales are taken from the area shown above with a blade. 
 

• Run the blade several times across the target area from the head to tail 
direction to remove the slime. 
 

• Now run the blade in the opposite direction (tail to head) to remove a 
sample of about six to twelve scales. The scales will collect on the blade. 

 
• Insert the blade into the scale packet. Hold the blade firmly through the 

packet and pull out the blade. This will wipe the blade clean, leaving the 
scales in the packet. 
 

• Alternatively a pair of tweezers can be used to pick off scales. 

Take scales here 

For length, measure from tip of snout to 
inside of tail fork 

GET INVOLVED
Scale collection yields vital information 
on the life of a fish and helps inform the 

management of stocks for the future

• Help by joining the list of beats which regularly 
collect scales for us

• It isn’t just Salmon scales we’d like: Trout & 
Grayling scales add to our knowledge as well

• Watch the video on our YouTube channel to 
show how scales can be taken safely

• Contact the Tweed Foundation for more 
information

Reading Fish Scales
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=-nOoFkS5qA0

A male Pink Salmon, with the humped back Pink Salmon showing its black tongue The distinctive spotted tail of the Pink Salmon

Pink Salmon on Tweed
July is spawning time for Pink Salmon, and several have been caught on the Tweed in recent years.  Due to their two-year life 
cycle, the progeny sometimes seen on Tweed are derived from stocks which spawn in odd-years.  2019 is therefore a likely time 
to see them.

How to recognise Pinks: Breeding males are identifiable by their humps.  Their black tongues and heavily spotted tails are also 
very obvious.  Females will show heavily spotted tails, and be pinkish-brown on the flanks.

There are large black spots on the backs, upper flanks, adipose fins and tail, with some of the spots on the tail as large as the fish’s 
eyes.  They are very uniform in size, reaching only 40 to 60 cms in length. 

Their spawning zones are in the lower part of main channels, even in tidal reaches or, occasionally, in tributaries well upstream.

If you see what looks like Pink Salmon - and especially any spawning activity by them in Tweed during July and August - please 
inform the River Tweed Commission (RTC) immediately. A photograph or video of activity would also be helpful.

Contact:   T: 01896 848294   E: enquiries@rtc.org.uk

Any angler who catches a Pink Salmon should kill it and report it to the RTC
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Education and Events – Snapshot 2018

MARCH
Events began in March with a visit to St Peter’s 
Primary School in Galashiels to talk about the 
fish and invertebrates that live in the River 
Tweed. A talk was also given to a Gala AA 
committee meeting which included a run down 
on the Brown trout tagging that was proposed 
for 2018, which has been part-funded by the 
Association.

APRIL
April was busier than usual with presentations 
on the work of The Foundation given to the 
Kelso Probus Club and at the village hall 
in Chatton. The Foundation participated 
in World Fish Migration Day by giving a 
demonstration at the new fish counter on 
the Ettrick Water at Philiphaugh. Tweedstart 
days were held in late April for Lauder Primary 
School and for the Wilton Centre.

MAY
Tweedstart days were held for the Grove 
Centre, Newlands Primary School, Earlston High 
School and Morebattle and Yetholm Primary 
Schools. Tweedstart also attended the Border 
Union Agricultural Society’s Children’s Day 
which is attended by over 1,000 primary school 
children from the Scottish Borders. In addition 
to the Tweedstart days, electro-fishing, fish 
identification and invertebrate identification 
displays were given to Newlands and Priorsford 
Primary Schools. The Annual Benefactors day 
was held on18th May with a trip to the new fish 
counter on the Ettrick Water.
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Education and Events – Snapshot 2018

JUNE
Whilst May is normally our busiest 
month for education work, June 
turned out to be just as hectic 
this year. One Tweedstart day 
was held for Grove School whilst 
The Foundation participated in 
the Peeblesshire Trout Fishing 
Association’s family angling 
open day at the Kailzie Fishery. 
The Foundation was also at the 
Glendale Agricultural Society’s 
Children’s Day at Wooler - attended 
by over 1,000 schoolchildren from 
North Northumberland. This is a 
counterpart event to that held 
north of the Border at the Border 
Union Showground, Springwood 
Park in Kelso a month earlier. 
To round the month off, The 
Foundation led a pond dipping 
day with St Boswells Primary 
School, gave an electro-fishing 
and fish identification display at 
Bulby’s Wood in Northumberland 
National Park and participated in 
the Minibeast day at Hawick’s Wilton Lodge Park.
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Education and Events – Snapshot 2018

JULY & AUGUST
July and August are dominated by 
The Foundation’s annual electro-
fishing monitoring surveys but we 
still managed to fit in an electro-
fishing and fish identification 
demonstration for Stow Primary 
School.

SEPTEMBER
On 22nd September The Foundation 
participated in St Mary’s Primary School’s 
annual ‘Bang Goes the Borders’ science 
event in Melrose.

OCTOBER
On 17th and 18th October The 
Foundation participated in The Hirsel 
Estate/Royal Highland Education 
Trust’s Estate Education Day where 
170 pupils from Jedburgh Grammar 
School and Berwickshire High 
School were taught about carrer 
opportunities in the countryside by 
those working on and around The 
Hirsel Estate.
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Education and Events – Snapshot 2018

2018 BUCKLAND PROFESSOR AND LECTURES
The Buckland Foundation is based at the Scottish Fisheries Museum in Anstruther. 
Frank Buckland (1826-1880) and his father William Buckland, a distinguished 
geologist and latterly Dean of Westminster, were determined to do all that they could 
to improve the diet of the poor. Although Frank followed his father in believing that 
the key to improving the health of the less fortunate lay in the introduction of novel 
species to their dining tables, he was especially impressed by the potential of the 
lightly-exploited fisheries of the Victorian era to supply cheap and nutritious food. 
He was among the first naturalists to realise that making the most of the resources 
of the sea would require a comprehensive understanding of the biology of the main 
commercial species and of the world that they inhabited.

Frank Buckland’s widow left a substantial sum of money in her will to promote 
understanding of the fisheries through public lectures given by an annually 
appointed “Buckland Professor”. The 2018 Buckland Professor was none other than 
The Foundation’s own Senior Biologist Dr Ronald Campbell. Ronald’s Buckland 
lecture is entitled “A History of Salmon Management in the British Isles”. He delivered 
a number of lectures across the UK and Ireland during 2018, when not ‘on duty’ for 
The Foundation, and is now busy turning his findings into a book. 

NOVEMBER
In November a presentation about the work of The Foundation was given at Swinton Village Hall, the Ettrick Fish Counter was visited 
by some of the river directors from other Fishery Boards around Scotland, and we spent a day with Japan’s Fuji TV, who worked on 
a piece on the Marine Scotland Science/Tweed Foundation river temperature monitoring collaboration highlighting the potential 
impacts of a warming climate.

2018 OUTCOME
Through the education and event work carried out during 2018 The Foundation was able to reach over 3,000 children and adults 
in the Scottish Borders and North Northumberland, providing them with more information on river conservation, the work of The 
Foundation and the freshwater life living within the Tweed catchment.
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Find Us on Social Media

Our Services

  The Tweed Foundation provides a range of biological and environmental consultancy services 
for both the private and public sectors in the Tweed District

* Biological Surveys:  Fish & Lamprey populations;  Invertbrate populations     *Data storage and mapping advice   *Fish rescues
*Environmental Impact Assessment surveys and monitoring   *Scale reading and interpretation   *Fisheries Management planning advice   
*Catch data analysis
           
All our biological staff are trained, are highly experienced and have extensive knowledge of the Tweed catchment. Bespoke data, 
collected for specific tasks, can often be matched and compared with other data from our long series of records which have 
been collected over many years. This can give a more robust picture of environmental factors than simply taking spot samples.

For more information: http://www.tweedfoundation.org.uk/html/our_services.html

Tweed on the Web
www.tweedfoundation.org.uk
Information, reports, the Tweed Fisheries Management Plan, 
TweedStart, Wheelyboats, Seminar alerts, Auction brochures 
& Scientific papers on The Tweed Foundation’s work.

www.rtc.org.uk
The River Tweed Commission’s website for Angling Codes, 
Annual Reports and other legislative information relating to 
the River.

www.rivertweed.org.uk
Features all types of News pieces from the River Tweed, 
information/advice, and a biology Blog.

Visit our Website
www.tweedfoundation.org.uk

Watch Tweed TV
Videos and film clips of our work and information for anglers
https://www.youtube.com/user/tweedfoundation

The Tweed Foundation
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The Tweed Foundation Limited
(A charitable company limited by guarantee)

Statement of Financial Activities

For the year ended 31 December 2018

Unrestricted  
Funds 

£

Restricted 
Funds

£

2018 Total 
Funds 

£

2017 Total 
Funds 

£

Income & Endowments from:

Donations & Legacies 175,934 - 175,934 152,833

Charitable Activities   22,089 49,055   71,144   82,254

Investment Income   21,124 -   21,124   15,231

Total 219,147 49,055 268,202 250,318

Expenditure on:

Raising Funds     5,603       121     5,724     7,998

Charitable Activities

Research & Conservation     6,540 18,595   25,135   22,606

Scientific Staff 109,491 16,055 125,546 113,233

Governance & Office Costs   62,185 -   62,185   62,048

Depreciation, etc.   16,659   9,999   26,658     4,808

Total 200,478 44,770 245,248 210,693

Net gains/(losses) on Investments (45,443) - (45,443)   24,412

Net Income/(Expenditure) (26,774)   4,285 (22,489)   64,037

Reconciliation of Funds

Total Funds Brought Forward 733,761 82,290 816,051 752,014

Total Funds Carried Forward 706,987 86,575 793,562 816,051

Continuing Operations

All income and expenditure has 
arisen from continuing activities

Extract from the 2018 Accounts

The financial information set out on this page has been extracted from The Tweed Foundation  
Limited’s full audited accounts, on which the auditors, Rennie Welch LLP, reported without qualification.

Copies of the full audited accounts are available upon request.

Accounts
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Trustees & Staff

As at June 2019

Foundation Staff
Fay B L Hieatt (Director)
Monica Kerr (Administrator)
Dr Ronald N B Campbell (Policy & Strategy Biologist)
James H Hunt (Monitoring & Data Biologist)
Kenneth A Galt (Trout & Grayling Biologist)
Barry Wright (Scale Reading Biologist)

Principal Bankers
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc
6 The Square, Kelso, Roxburghshire, TD5 7HG
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2018 Objectives & Achievements

AIM ACHIEVEMENT

Catch Data To continue analysis of historic and recent 
catch data to find the natural, long-
term changes in Salmon populations so 
any novel changes that could indicate 
problems can be distinguished.

Achieved. The Tweed Foundation continues to gather information 
and disseminate it in the light of continuiing poor catches on the 
river. The message regarding long term changes in run timing 
continued to be given, and including on the Tweed web pages.

Consultancy To continue to deliver efficient and 
good value biological survey facilities to 
developers and others on the river.

Achieved: as previously noted, the demand for consultancy has 
dropped. However, The Foundation undertook several smaller 
projects, including collaborative work with the Clyde, Forth and 
Galloway trusts, as well as fish rescues and advice on mitigation 
work for a pollution incident.

Education To continue educational meetings and 
publications explaining the work of The 
Foundation and the natural histories of 
our fish species to a wide audience.

Achieved: This was achieved by continuing the presence at public 
and school meetings (including large events for schools both 
sides of the Borders in the Glendale and Border Union Countryside 
Days) demonstration visits to schools and colleges, TweedStart 
days for children, regular meetings with Tweed Angling clubs, 
field demonstrations, as well as publications. In conjunction with 
the River Tweed Commission, a monthly newsletter - “the River” 
- was started in 2018 and is distributed widely both in paper and 
electronic formats.

Exploitation To continue to estimate the level of 
exploitation of Salmon and Sea-trout in 
Tweed by netting and tagging fish.

Achieved: this on-going work used the facility of the Paxton netting 
station, the exclusive use of which was leased by the River Tweed 
Commission for research and management purposes.

Fish Counters To operate and to analyse the data of the 
three fish counters in the system on the 
Ettrick, Whiteadder and Gala. 

Achieved: Installation of the new fish counter on the Ettrick, made 
possible with a 50% grant from Marine Scotland, was completed in 
April 2018 and  the counter operational.  Refinement and validation 
of the data recorded by the new counter will be undertaken in 
2019. Counting continued on the Whiteadder and Gala, although 
a full count was not possible on the Gala due to major software 
upgrades to improve the counter’s efficiency.

River Ettrick at Crosslee
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2018 Objectives & Achievements

AIM ACHIEVEMENT

Fry Indexing and 
Electro-fishing

To continue the Fry indexing on the 
tributaries: in 2018 the surveys were on 
the Rivers Leader, Gala, and Upper Tweed. 
In particular to understand the physical 
conditions that determine the boundaries 
between trout and Salmon areas.

Achieved. Further, additional, electro-fishing was carried out to 
inform the Scottish Government’s National Electro-fishing Network, 
with 30 new sites added to the summer monitoring schedule. 
These additional sites will help to inform Marine Scotland’s 
Conservation Limits model by adding juvenile data where 
previously only adult fish catches have been considered.

Gala Smolt Trap To monitor the Salmon and Trout in the 
Gala Water.  The Smolt trap will allow a 
whole population monitoring of Salmon 
on this tributary from 2019, making the 
Gala Water an Index River. Fry monitoring 
is undertaken via electro-fishing, and P.I.T. 
tagging of Smolts will enable the number 
of adults returning in future seasons to 
be known, as they travel up the tributary 
through the Gala fish counter.

Achieved: a dedicated Smolt trap on the Gala Water was built and 
trialled, successfully, during the year allowing the estimation of the 
total run of Salmon Smolts from the Gala Water. 

Genetics To continue work with Napier University 
using chemical analysis (stable isotope 
ratios) to map maternal Sea-trout and 
Brown trout spawning distributions.

Partially achieved - not completed although the technique has 
been established as an effective way of establishing the source of 
offspring.  Further work on this will be undertaken in future years.

Geographical 
Information System 
(GIS)

GIS continues to be the prime method of 
data and information management and 
retrieval on Tweed. Systems to extend and 
improve the output from the GIS to speed 
up data retrieval and analysis to improve 
inputs to the management work as a 
whole were implemented.

On-going to refine detail. 

Invasive Species To promote the Tweed protection 
of natural biodiversity policy which 
identifies the new and invasive species as 
posing the greatest threat to the Tweed 
ecosystem.

Achieved. Trapping for American Signal Crayfish on the Till and Eye 
systems was undertaken to monitor potential population spreads.

Physical Parameters To assist Marine Scotland Science in 
(MSS) implementing a national network 
programme of temperature monitoring.

Achieved. Monitoring of the network installed in 2016 is on-going 
and data shared with MSS, which has produced some ‘heat’ maps 
from last year’s information.

Predators To continue monitoring predators in 
the catchment both through main stem 
counts but also through index monitoring 
at roosts and at strategic points 
throughout the District which will allow a 
measure of whole catchment distribution 
to be made. To analyse the frequency of 
damage types on young fish in relation 
to run timing and sizes using the existing 
fish traps.

Achieved: this is on-going work, and being expanded with the 
facility at the Gala fish counter being developed to allow Smolt 
movement to be recorded.  Stomach contents of birds shot under 
licence in 2017 were collected and the results of further analysis is 
awaited. During the year, plans were taken forward inconjunction 
with Marine Scotland and three other Scottish rivers for a larger 
scale dietary analysis study, which will commence in 2019. Plans 
are still in place for a piscivorous bird tracking trial, but licensing is 
still proving a block to progress. Records of other types of damage 
to fish (by sea mammals) continued to be noted via the Paxton 
netting facility and recorded by boatmen on the river via an app 
developed by The Foundation. In conjunction with the RTC, non-
lethal techniques of piscivorous bird control started at the end of 
the year and will be developed further during 2019.
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2018 Objectives & Achievements

Upper Teviot electro-fishing site

AIM ACHIEVEMENT

Salmon Smolt 
Monitoring Studies

To add value to the current monitoring 
system for Fry and parr stocks. To allow 
closer monitoring of the factors limiting 
successful Smolt migration and to be able 
to establish the percentage that complete 
their migration, and assess where most 
Smolt losses occur in the Tweed system.

Achieved: preparatory work was undertaken in advance of 
comencing a study in Spring 2019 to acoustically tag and track 
Salmon Smolts from the upper river to the estuary to discover the 
attrition rate whilst fish are travelling downstream.

As noted, P.I.T. tagging, a longer-term study, will also be undertaken 
in the Gala Water Smolt trapping facility.

Scale Reading To continue the programme of collecting 
and reading scales of Salmon, Sea-trout 
and Brown Trout to help identify their 
population structures on Tweed. To 
develop databases to hold information 
and from which to produce analyses and 
reports.

Achieved: the database now has well in excess of 29,000 records 
and this historical record continues to be of great interest to 
research scientists. The drive to get more boatmen to participate 
in scale taking to add to the database is continuing and is highly 
dependent on catches on the river.

Tweed Trout & 
Grayling Initiative 
(TTGI)

The wild Trout and Grayling Initiative 
on Tweed, working with Angling Clubs 
to develop sustainable management 
plans for trout and grayling based on 
collection of catch data through the 
logbook scheme and other means was 
maintained. Surveys of trout burns and 
plans for mitigation of any problems 
found continued. 

Achieved: surveys of trout burns and plans for mitigation of any 
problems found continued on the River Leader, Gala, Yarrow, 
Ettrick, Teviot, Till, and Upper Tweed.  The Brown Trout recapture 
study continued, utilising spots on gill covers to identify individual 
fish. Alterations to minor obstacles to fish passage were undertaken 
in conjunction with angling clubs in three further burns.  
Monitoring of obstacle easement in previous years was undertaken 
and extremely positive results were noted, allowing much improve 
access for migrating fish.

Tweed Trout Traps The monitoring of the fish traps on 
Tweed to help understand the population 
dynamics and relationships of Brown 
Trout and Sea-trout and their connections 
with their environments continued.

Achieved: two Upper Tweed traps were operated in the autumn 
of the year to continue this long-term work and a study was 
continued on tagging and tracking Brown Trout to monitor their 
movements in the system.

Tweed Wheelyboats To continue to provide access for less-
able anglers through the provision of 
wheelyboats.

Achieved – ongoing although usage minimal during the 2018 
season due to water and fishing conditions.
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Support: Friends of The Tweed Foundation

Friends of The Tweed Foundation

As a charitable trust, The Tweed Foundation relies on the support and generosity of many organisations and individuals to help fund 
its work. If you would like to help The Foundation, or make a donation, please fill in the form below, or contact us.

Your Details

Name:  

Address:  

Postcode:  

Tel:  

Mobile:  

Email:  

Friends of The Tweed Foundation

I enclose a cheque, payable to The Tweed Foundation, 
made up as follows:

Ordinary Annual Friendship £ 15

Joint Annual Friendship £ 23

Ordinary Life Friendship £ 250

Donation £ 

TOTAL CHEQUE £ 

The Tweed Foundation also has a Benefactor Scheme. 
Further information about this category of membership is 
available on request.

Standing Order Mandate

If you would like to pay future subscriptions as a Friend of The Tweed Foundation by Standing Order, 
please complete the following:

Name:  
[Please Print] 

To:  
[Bank Name]

Of:  
[Full Address]

Please pay:  
[Enter relevant membership fee in words] 

pounds to The Tweed Foundation (Sort Code 83-23-18, Account No. 00275893)

on the 15th January      [enter year] and each year thereafter until further notice.

Signed:       Dated:  

Account Name or Number:  

Sort Code:  

Please send to: The Tweed Foundation, Drygrange Steading, Melrose, Roxburghshire, TD6 9DJ
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Support: Donations & Gift Aid

To The Manager:

Bank/Building Soc:  

Address:  

Postcode:  

Account No: 

Sort Code:

Please Credit

The Tweed Foundation
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc
7 The Square, Kelso, TD5 7HG

Account No: 00275893       Sort Code: 83-23-18

With the sum of £  (pounds) 
as a Gift Aid Donation

On the  (day) 

of  (month) 

20  (year)

And the same day each year onwards

Please Support Our Work By Making A Donation 

Complete for all Donations
I would like The Tweed Foundation [Registered Charity No. SC011055] to treat all donations made since 6th April 2000, 

and all further donations made from the date of this declaration, as Gift Aid until I notify you otherwise. 
Please note that Gift Aid can only be claimed on payments made from your personal funds.  

Funds from limited companies, associations and other charities are not eligible.

Your Details

Surname:  

Forename:  

Title:  

Address:  

Postcode  

Tel:  

Mobile:  

Email:  

Please tell us if:
 You change your name or address while the declaration 

is in force
 You no longer pay tax on your income or capital gains 

tax equal to the tax the charity claims
 If you wish to cancel your declaration at any time. All 

subsequent donations from the date of cancellation 
will be deemed as non gift-aided

Note:
 If you pay tax at the higher rate, you can claim further 

tax relief in your Self Assessment tax return
 Keep a copy of this form for your tax affairs and your 

own record
 The Tweed Foundation will benefit from tax recovery

Signature:  

Date:  

I would like to donate the sum of £     As a Gift Aid Donation to The Tweed Foundation
(Cheque/cash enclosed.   Only complete if you wish to make a one-off donation)

For Making Annual Donations by Standing Order – Please complete this section

In all cases, please return this form to: The Tweed Foundation, Drygrange Steading, Melrose, TD6 9DJ
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Map of the Tweed Catchment
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